
Solid Bacchat... Mayari Munaafa!

PRODUCT SUMMARY

Objective:
The objective of the Fund is to generate relatively higher yield
than the conventional bank deposits, from a portfolio constituted
of credit worthy sovereign instruments and banking sector fixed
income instruments and deposits.

Suitable for:
Investors seeking a more competitive alternative to regular
deposit instruments.
Elderly gentlemen seeking a source of regular household
income.
Trustees of Provident Funds.
Smart Businessmen seeking a competitive investment avenue
to park their cash.
Smart women seeking an additional source of relatively higher
periodic income.
Salaried individuals desiring tax credit as per applicable tax
laws for investors who hold their investments for a period of
2 years. (See the Income Tax Brochure).

Not Suitable for:
Investors looking for long term capital appreciation.
Investors looking for inflation protected returns.

Suitable Time Frame:
3 to 6 months

Min. Investment:
Rs.5,000/-

Benchmark:
70% Average 6 month PKRV plus 30% 3 months average deposit
rate of 3 banks having A+ or above rating.

Fund Category:
Income Scheme

Expected Benchmark Return Range*:
8.25% - 9.25%

DISCLAIMER:

- All investments in mutual fund are subject to market risks. The NAV of units may
go up or down based on the market conditions. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of the future results. Please read the Offering Document to understand
the investment policies and the risks involved.

* on basis of the existing market conditions in opnion of the management company.
However, this may vary depending upon changing market circumstances.

Sovereign Yield Enhancer

Contact Information
Customer Care Centre 0800-24611

HEAD OFFICE:
20-C Khayaban-e-Nishat,
Ittehad Commercial Area,
DHA Phase VI, Karachi.
UAN: +92 21 111 246 111
Fax: +92 21 35250155-6

REGIONAL OFFICE (NORTH):
Office No. 2-W, Kashmir Plaza,
Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area Islamabad.
PABX: +92 51 2801132-6
Fax: +92 51 2801139

REGIONAL OFFICE (CENTRAL):
Office No. 117, 1st Floor, Siddiq Trade
Centre, 72 Main Gulberg, Lahore.
UAN: +92 42 111 246 111
Fax: +92 42 35792111
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A Product Too
Good To Be True

Where else can you find such

an appealing investment

opportunity which offers you

the high level of security along

with competitive returns

nowhere else but at AIM!

Askari Sovereign Yield

Enhancer is an ideal product

for investors looking for a safe

and short term investment

vehicle based on solid

foundation with no term

bindings generating returns on

a daily basis. It is an actively

managed fund by competent

professionals who have sound

experience in managing fixed

income funds. Furthermore,

ASYE is a tax saving

opportunity giving you the

liberty to claim your hard

earned money back as per

Section 62 of Income Tax

ordinance 2001 (See the Income

Tax Brochure).

Askari Sovereign Yield Enhancer

aims to provide you relatively higher

returns than conventional deposit

instruments by investing in safe and

stable instruments with the flexibility

of access to your savings in times of

need.  The structure of the fund gives

greater flexibility to the fund manager

to earn higher returns by capitalizing

on market inefficiencies giving it an

edge over other short term products.

Mayari Returns

A Solid
Foundation

Askari Sovereign Yield

Enhancer comprises of

70% investment in

Government securities and

30% in Banking sector

debt. Its foundation is built

on solid assets of highest

credit quality virtually

mitigating default risk

making it an ideal short

term investment product.

Why settle for less?

Why would you keep your money in conventional saving accounts? 

Is it just because you can withdraw it any time and earn some

profit on the money parked in your account? What if you are

presented with an investment opportunity which not only gives

you easy access to your money but also has the potential to make

solid munafa for you?

Askari Sovereign Yield Enhancer with its composition of highest

credit quality assets which have the potential to generate competitive

returns is an ideal investment product for

investors looking to invest for the short

term.

So why would you keep your money in

conventional saving accounts when you

can earn much more in Askari Sovereign

Yield Enhancer! Save & Invest with AIM!


